
Step 3: Translate the manga
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My Translation Process 
(current)

1. Purchase digital version
2. Pre-Format
3. Translate
4. Glossary
5. Reference existing sources (if an adaptation)
6. Self-Edit



Pre-Format: Find the text!

(Original manga)

(Adaptation of a 
webnovel)

From The Music of Marie by 
Usamaru Furuya, the first 
series/volume I translated.

From Captain Corinth: The 
Galactic Navy Officer 
Becomes an Adventurer, the 
second series I translated.

From [redacted] 
the third series 
I’m translating!



Translate (Rough Draft)



Add page about 
word smush in 
brain and 
wringing it 
back out



Include a page here about the 
process of reading a bubble, 
absorbing the general meaning 
and specific words, and 
rephrasing that idea using words 
that would be used to express it 
in my native/target language. 



Things to think about
- Translating - 

1. What’s the point of the manga? (comedy? hentai? nonfiction?)

2. Do the words keep the story flowing?

3. Does the dialogue match the tone of the original?

4. Am I assuming anything that might bite me later? (often, gender)

❈ Since grammatically, Japanese and English aren’t 1-to-1 equivalent, 

inevitably, you’re adding in something. 

(聞こえた？>kikoeta?>Was heard?>Did you hear me?)

5. Will those words fit in the bubble?

6. Just get it on the word document!



Bubble Size



Bubble Size



Various translation traps: 
idiosyncracies of Japanese

“What does the ヒール [Heal] spell do?” (‘Heal’ in English, phonetically)

ウインドカッター [uindo katta-]  Window Cutter?  Wind Cutter?

Spelling of foreign names (クレリア、サルサ) Korellia? Cleria?? Salza? Salsa??

Plural vs. singular “I can't go into detail, but adventurer's guilds have an 
artifact that allows them to maintain communication with other guilds at 
a distance.” (Sure enough, in yet-to-be-released volume 7…)

Metric vs. English: It’s 300m away! -> 984 feet -> It’s 1000 feet away! 



Matching aspects of the font itself

Hamd ower comtrol.

Or wi'll kell you.

Oh? Well, go ahead 
and kill me, then.



Level of formality/tone; 
Multiple languages in source

Sorry, I got kind of 
carried away. Are you 
upset?

vs.

U mad bro?



Sound effects

SWIP

hop

(bonus)

Sound Effects



Matching the image

“I’m 25 years old. How 
old are you?”

“I’m ten-and-” (bonus)



Glossary



Things to think about
- Self-Editing - 

1. Go back and fix the hard parts!

2. Are my terms & spelling consistent?

3. Are references to other story points consistent?

4. Can I make this less wordy?

5. Would a human really say that?

6. Is each character’s voice consistent?

7. Will those words fit in the bubble?



Reference Existing Sources

Scanlation

Original 
webnovel

My draft

manga



Various translation traps:
 in-world consistency

“It's cutting the flesh like paper!”  
[This world has paper]

“What on Earth??” “Earth to Alan!” 
“down to earth” “the scene was like 
hell on earth” [They’re not on 
Earth]

“What does 了解 [understood] 
mean?” vs. “What does 了解 [Roger] 
mean?”



Various translation traps:
 avoid adding what’s not there

“Their reputation isn't the best 
within the ranks of us 
merchants.” 

[Would normally have said ‘among 
us’, but…]

~~~

“Now, let’s get down to business.”

[Did a song pop into your head?]

AMONG US



Various translation traps:
 how can I make things clearer?

“Alliance of Nobles” vs. “Noble 
Alliance” - they’re noble, but their 
goals aren’t!

“Let’s go buy you two swords.” 
Two swords for you? Swords for you 
two?

(bonus)



Consistency; 
Nearly-untranslatable nuance

“And can you stop calling me 
'Your Excellency'?”  [閣下]

“But sir, as a senior officer and 
Ship's Captain, your rank calls 
for that title.”

LATER

'Your Excellency'... [閣下] 
That's not a title often used by 
nobles, or even usually by 
royalty. 
Alan said he wasn't noble, but 
maybe he's from a country 
where the military is held in the 
highest regard.

(bonus)



Keeping source language 
(Japanese) words

LATER

text here

[Pages 67 & 89] Dekopons, a type of citrus, are sold around the world under a variety of 
names, including “kinsei”, “hallabong” and “sumo citrus” or “sumo orange”. [*] asked if the 
fruits on the tree were mikan, another type of citrus that’s a variety of mandarin orange 
similar to clementines, and sometimes called “satsuma” in English. Eating mikan at a 
heated kotatsu table is a favorite winter pastime in Japan.

[Page 109] Hina Matsuri, otherwise known as Girl’s Day or Doll’s Day, is celebrated every 
year on March 3rd. A traditional snack for the holiday is hina-arare, the form of which differs 
depending on the region of Japan, but is usually tiny bits of puffed rice glazed with a thin 
shell of sweet coating in white, green, and pink/red. Another important part of Hina Matsuri 
is the hinadan, a tiered display that holds a set of dolls with the emperor and empress at 
the top, and their court below. Smaller displays have only the emperor and empress, which 
are the outfits [*] and [*] have on.

[PAGES 116 & 117] The honorific -kun indicates acquaintances and/or coworkers below 
you in status, especially but not necessarily men. [*] using -kun here and hesitating about it 
is significant because it means she has evaluated their relationship, and decided that 
they’re friends (right away!)

[PAGE 138] Karinto manju are manju (buns made with flour) that have red bean paste on 
the inside, and a soft but slightly crunchy, slightly chewy fried black-sugar-flavored shell.

Momm, can I keep it??

-Check frequency (Ngram)
-Translator’s note
-Discuss with editor



Step 4: Making the book happen!



★ Publisher licenses the translation from JP publisher

★ Translator

★ Editor

★ Letterer

★ Proofreader

★ Printer/Distributor/Bookstores & Libraries & You



Rough Draft Self-Editing

Editor’s Feedback



Edit the Editor’s 
Feedback

On The 
Page



Have y
ou see

n 

the tr
uth? 

Who was...? Where…?

Time
21:15

So You Wanna Be a 
Manga Translator?
Secrets of 
Working in manga



What’s the job like?

Most manga translators are freelance (self-employed)

Many do it in addition to other jobs (low paid, volume of work)

Volume translation vs. Simulpub (slower/faster turnaround)

Don’t often get to choose what you work on

You may not get to meet the other people who work on it

Still, it can be pretty fun! You always fall a little in love with the story.

Average (decent) rate is ~$5.50+/page  (~$1100/volume)

Many companies will ask for $2/page- BAD IDEA



(bonus)



Sarah Moon Industry Survey:
152 people 

https://youtu.be/OYS
0Tx9ekUE?si=7XAuCKls
vZACTakH&t=3348

(bonus)

https://youtu.be/OYS0Tx9ekUE?si=7XAuCKlsvZACTakH&t=3348
https://youtu.be/OYS0Tx9ekUE?si=7XAuCKlsvZACTakH&t=3348
https://youtu.be/OYS0Tx9ekUE?si=7XAuCKlsvZACTakH&t=3348


(bonus)



(bonus)



(bonus)



(bonus)



Getting a job in manga

Japanese skill is important, English writing skill is more important

Job options: editor, translator, letterer, proofreader

Large publishers: Seven Seas, Yen Press, Viz, Square Enix, Kodansha, JNovel Club

Small publishers: One Peace, Star Fruit, Kaiten, Glacier Bay, Denpa

Editors do the hiring!  (for freelance)

Market for adult-oriented translations

Networking (the fun way!)  Twitter is a great community to learn more! 
Possibly Blue Sky? Also, anime conventions! Translators are fans too!

@lme5081  Cooperate, don’t compete! We’re stronger together!

*Check out my website 

using the QR code on the 

final page for non-manga 

Japanese translation job 

tips coming soon



Supporting 
Manga Translators

❖ How do I check who’s translating my manga? 
➢ For simulpub, check the first page of each chapter, 

and for tankobon volumes, check at the back!
❖ Buy manga! 

➢ Although manga translators don’t receive royalties, 
you help our employers stay in business (and pay us!)

❖ When you read a good translation, speak up!
➢ (Who doesn’t like hearing they did a good job?)

❖ Don’t buy AI
➢ Discourse mongers cry for machines translation that

will translate directly without ‘wokalization’, but…
➢ Translators aren’t out for ‘revenge’ on your favs!
➢ Human care, human quality.



What have we learned today 
about translating manga?

1. How to start studying and reading manga in Japanese

2. Translations aren’t 1-to-1  (no ‘right’ answer)

3. What manga translators think about when translating

4. How translations come to print

5. What it’s like working on manga

6. Where to look for manga jobs

7. How to support manga translators

???


